
EACS Technology Newsletter May 21, 2021
ENJOY YOUR SUMMER!

1. For all Canvas users: InstructureCon is coming October 7th! InstructureCon is Canvas’s free and
virtual convention, held by and attended by teachers all over the country and the world.  Whether you’re new
to Canvas or a seasoned SpeedGrader, learn to do all sorts of  cool, new things with Canvas, MasteryConnect,
Canvas Quizzes, SpeedGrader, and more.  Watch uplifting, mind-expanding talks that will make you even
more excited about the whole wide world of  education. This is the save-the-date announcement.
Registration is not yet open, but you can submit proposals to present at InstructureCon and put your
email in to get updates.  We will continue to inform staff  with emails and in this newsletter. Questions?
Please contact your Tech Coach or .Keith Madsen

2. For all staff: Do you know ? David is the newest member of  theDavid Figgins
Technology Department, joining us on May 10 as a Building Tech for NHI and Woodlan
K-12.  Originally from Montpelier, Ohio, David returned to the Midwest after 14+ yrs in the
USAF serving in various positions culminating as NCOIC of  Communications Focal Point,
Misawa AB, Japan. David’s hobbies include gaming, cooking, pub trivia, and spending time
with his 7 year old yellow lab he adopted while in Asia.  David recently graduated from PFW
with a BS in Information Technology, and plans to pursue further education into Project
Management & Six Sigma. David is an Ohio State Buckeyes fan, and post-COVID, plans to see
them play for the first time in the coming year.

3. For all Canvas users: Here is Canvas’s End of the Year FAQs. Congratulations on making it
to the end of  the most challenging year in educationhistory! The Canvas End of  the Year FAQs
provide answers to your most commonly asked questions. Canvas supports our teachers!  If  this
does not answer your Canvas questions, please contact your Tech Coach.

4. For all Staff: All staff  will be receiving a laptopand docking station in the fall, but we are unsure
when.  Both secondary and elementary staff  laptopshave been ordered, but due to supply-chain
problems worldwide with the chip-sets, the laptops are not arriving until August, and HP has not
timeline yet on the arrival of  the docking stations. Therefore, all staff  will begin next school year
with their desktops, and we will begin the changeover process once laptops and docking stations
arrive.  All staff  will have the option to keep a2nd monitor.  EACS will not be providing a wireless
keyboard, a wireless mouse, or a bag with the laptops; such purchases will be up to staff  members.
Please contact Keith Madsen with further questions.

Fun Technology Fact: More automation and robotics for farmers!  Thanks to
companies like Tesla, electric motors and electric vehicles have achieved a much more
prominent position in the industry.  Electric tractors present great opportunities, mostly
by not using fossil fuels and loud diesel engines that generate a great deal of  noxious air
pollution. Ztractor is coming out with an electric tractor, targeting agricultural farmers in
North American and Europe.  Ztractor‘s founder, Bakur Kvezereli, agreed to answer
some questions about their new models for the online magazine, CleanTechnica. Read
more of  the article here.
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